A common problem in the oll industry is the optimization of terminal facilities to minimize delays in servicing incoming tankers.
I. THE MARINE TERMINAL INVESTMENT PROBL~
The oll tanker is a fundamental means of transportation in the petroleum industry. It follows that marine terminals, where tankers can be loaded or unloaded, are fundamental to a transportation system based on tankers. A refinery marine terminal is illustrated in Figure i . The ability of an oll company to utilize its tanker fleet is dependent upon that firm's configuration of marine terminals. Anytime that a tanker is delayed in port, its capacity is lost to the transportation system. Accordingly, additional tankers must be brought or chartered to compensate for such delays. In planning facilities for a marine transportation system, it is necessary to estimate and plan for the time lost to port delays --as well as to eliminate as much of these delays as is economl- More often than not, delays can be reduced most effectively by implementing some combination of the above alternatives. This scheduled closure could occur only after all berths were empty, and consequently it imposed a restriction against berthing a ship too soon before maintenance began.
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3. The queuing rules were more complex than those originally progra~m~ed, in that they allowed for increasing a vessel's priority if it had been delayed beyond a specified period.
4. The interaction of berth capacities (as illustrated in Figure 2 ) was also more complex than in previous applications of the model. Several berths were so close together that the berthing of a large tanker in one of them restricted the capacities of the rest of them.
C. Validation of the Revised Model
At the same time that the modeling changes were being specified and coded, data was being Case studies would also be used to derive similar relationships for crude storage tanks or other terminal facilities~ There is every expectation that marine terminal simulation will continue to be a widely accepted technique throughout the affiliates of Exxon Corporation.
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E. Study Duration
Model re-design, revision, validation, and the running of initiaI cases were carried out in nine weeks. At the end of that time, the development was complete, and the refinery staff were completely indoctrinated in the application of the model. No further outside
